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GENIE MINI
Motion Control in your pocket! The Genie mini is an extremely easy-to-use device to create 
smooth panning motion time-lapse or real-time video. Wirelessly connect to the Genie Mini 

using the Syrp Genie App for quick setup and smartphone control. 

The Genie Mini is compatible with almost all DSLRs and Mirror-less cameras as well as 
GoPros and Smartphones. The Genie Mini also plays nicely with the Genie, the products can 

be synced to create professional 2-Axis motion control.



PORTABLE
The Genie Mini packs a lot of punch and is designed to be extremely portable, easily slotting 
into the smallest of carry bags or even straight in your pocket.



TIME-LAPSE
Simply attach the Genie Mini to a tripod and shoot smooth panning time-lapse moves using 

the Syrp Genie App.



REAL-TIME VIDEO
In video mode the Genie Mini moves at a perfectly smooth continuous speed for accurate 

panning moves.



SIMPLE
The Genie Mini is designed to be incredibly simple and is beginner time-lapse friendly. The 
Syrp App is equip with factory pre-sets so you can start shooting straight out of the box with 

no technical expertise required. Just connect and shoot!



COMPATIBLE
The Genie Mini is compatible with a huge range of cameras and works with your smart-

phone, GoPro, mirror-less camera or DSLR.



2-AXIS ADD-ON
The Genie Mini is designed to play nicely with the Genie. Shoot next level 2-axis time-lapse 
or motion control video and add production value to your films by syncing the two together. 

*Note the Sync cable for connecting Genie + Genie mini sold separately and can be found in 
the accessories section.



EASE IN / EASE OUT
The ease in, ease out feature allows you to ramp your movement at the beginning and end 

of your time-lapse or video move. Once set, the movement will slowly rise up to your desired 
speed at the start of your shot and gradually dampen down at the end before coming to a 

complete stop.



HDR
The Genie mini enables beautiful HDR time-lapse, giving your footage a stand-out effect by 

allowing for greater dynamic range in your final video.
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SPECIFICATIONS
What’s in the Box
 -  Genie Mini
 -  Micro USB charging cable
 -  1/4” to 3/8” thread adapter
 -  Lens cloth

What’s Limitations
 -  Max Speed - 360° in 33s 
 -  Minimum Resolution - 0.005°

Pay Load / Weight
 -  Panning Load - 4kg (8.8lb)  
 -  Tilting Load - 3kg centered (6.6 lb)
 -  Weight - 230g (8.1 oz)

Battery
 -  Time-lapse - 48+ hours   
 -  Video - 5+ hours 
 -  Charge Time - 3 Hours 
 -  Included Li-Ion Rechargeable battery 

Compatibility
 -  The Genie Mini is compatible with 100’s  
  of different cameras including DSLRs,  
  Mirror-less cameras and video 
  cameras. For a full list of compatible  
  cameras see the product - Link Cable. 

Interface
 -  Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy - to Syrp App  
  (iOS, Android) 
 -  USB - Charging 
 -  Camera Port - 2.5mm 
 -  Accessory Port - 3.5mm (Dual Genie  
  mode + IR cable)

Power Supply
 -  USB - Charging 5V 0.5A DC

Mount Type
 -  1/4-20 On top   
 -  3/8-20 On bottom
 -  Included 1/4” to 3/8” adapter 
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